
 

Virtual team activities and socially distanced meeting and events 
allow us to still deliver the same excitement and impact in whatever 
new working environment you are in. 

We have more than 20 years experience in team building and 
conference organisation. This means a wealth of knowledge in the 
creation & delivery of inspiring interactive ideas using virtual or 
socially distanced team-building activities for large and small 
meetings. 

With individuals, teams and whole departments working apart or 
under new conditions, it is more important than ever to feel 
connected.
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Your team will recreate a piece of art composing of many hand-
crafted smaller sections. 

The teams job is to recreate their own section using whatever 
products or materials they have available!  

Participants can be creative with almost anything: pasta, Lego, 
magazine cuttings, clothes, and even make up, anything goes! 

We then edit them together & reveal the complete work in a 
dynamic video presentation. 

The completed virtual work of art can even be framed and 
printed for the o!ce or even sent to each contributor as fun 
event memento.  

Go bespoke, instead of a well-known art work, why not recreate 
the company logo or vision?

Our Maori performers are second to none and deliver an 
excellent, interactive event, that guarantees to empower 
and unite teams with the traditional Ka mate Haka. 

Whether delivered simply via zoom, in our purposed built 
studio or in your venue whilst adhering to safety & 
distancing guidelines - this activity works well for any 
group 

Haka has some wonderful business messages of unity, 
working to the future with passion and purpose, and of 
overcoming hurdles with focus and teamwork. 

Company 

Masterpiece
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After a fun energiser over zoom, our facilitator sets the challenge! 
Create a music video – with your team mates all taking part. 

The result is a dazzling music video comprising of all your teams’ 
e"orts they have recorded on phone or tablet. We edit all these 
together to complete one amazing music video.  

Groups of between 10 up to 30 participants can all contribute at one 
time, to your chosen famous pop or rock song. We strongly advise 
extreme: dancing, props and definitely rock star costume. 

There are many famous songs to choose from and you have 30-60 
mins before sending your homemade videos back via a secure Drop 
Box to us. 

Why not make it even more bespoke by your team rewriting the lyrics 
to suit the company? This could expand into creating a: band name, 
album cover, clothing, merchandise etc. Endless fun and creativity 
can expand this event to make totally relevant to your company 

Perfect for playing at the next company conference or o!ce 
Christmas party!

With TikTok being the latest global craze – we thought 
what better way of bringing your group together in a 
signature company dance move! 

Your team will be taken through a short, invigorating TikTok 
energiser by our pro Choreographer (BRITS, X-factor, One 
direction) followed by a session where you will learn your 
very own TikTok style routine. 

Then you film the results, send it back to us and we create 
your own video sensation!

Company 

MUSIC VIDEO
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Here's how it works: Instead of boring old numbers being called out in 
a normal game of bingo, we’ve replaced them with 15-20 seconds 
bursts of the most “toe-tappin” sing along songs from the past and 
present! Our energetic game show host will keep you all in order and 
act as DJ for the event.  

The numbers on the bingo cards have also been replaced with artists 
and song name. So, with your bingo card in hand and your dabber on 
standby, listen out for the songs being played and mark them o" as 
you would a normal game of bingo.

The workshop is highly interactive, with the attendees learning: 
Mindfulness and NLP techniques and much more, which they can use at 
work and at home.  
Our expert facilitator o"ers a variety of targeted sessions built around this 
crucial subject. Participants take away with them comprehensive notes 
(supplied as a pdf) and are provided with audio tracks of some of the 
exercises so they can practice whenever they feel the need.  

Body scan exercise  Reframing  Setting an anchor 
Easing stress   Building resilience Living/working 
productively 

‘Important time out of the day to learn techniques for stress relieving - 
loved it.’  Caroline, Deloitte 

virtual or socially distanced options

Stress Busting 
        & Resilience

Workshop

BOOGIE
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Our very own version of Derren Brown, has created a brand new 
show designed from the ground up for virtual audiences. Using 
multiple cameras, professional backdrops, video and music, this is 
a show which is entertaining, engaging and most importantly, 
interactive.  

Reading and influencing minds, duplicating unseen drawings and 
making crazy predictions come true are some of the things you will 
witness when you take part in a virtual mindreading show. There 
are even some routines which you follow along with and get to 
experience the “magic” in your own home or o!ce! 

Our mind reading expert served for 15 years in the Metropolitan 
Police before leaving for a world of showbiz and he has never 
looked back!  After studying NLP, psychology and body language, 
he is now regarded as one of the top mindreaders in the UK. 

Teams will be led by our remote event manager into a 
locked virtual study laced with: codes, clues and challenges. 
Only be cunning exploring and answering the relevant 
questions will they all get out. Working together against the 
clock, they will interact with the virtual room tapping on their 
own smartphone via our bespoke Escape Room app and 
website. 

A highly engaging experiential team event designed to put 
creative problem solving skills to the test. Your remote 
teams will have to unpick evidence, unravel cryptic 
messages and avoid the red herrings. 

The aim of the game is simple, solve the clues to crack the 
code and break free. Teams that employ a thoughtful 
strategy and manage their time carefully will prevail. 

virtual event

Virtual 
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Option two – Face of your Company 

Take your best ever selfie! 
Send it to us on our special platform. 
Our A/V team#collate all the images, and creates the huge but incrementally 
building image.  

You and the whole team can see this build gradually throughout the day as 
you will be given a special link to a real time computer programme.  

We will also send the completed image back to you to forward onto 
participants. 

A large Company logo completely#made up from all their ideas/faces.# 
What a powerful statement! 

Company
MOSAIC

After a quick energiser on Zoom, we set the challenge for everyone to: 

Option one – What’s in a word 

Think of just one word that describes how it feels to be a Company team 
member.  

In the time given, we need them to very quickly reproduce their individual 
word using anything they can find around them (pasta, magazine clippings, 
clothing, scrunched up paper etc) then send the image to us.# 

BE CREATIVE!! Take a photo of the result and our A/V team will#collate all 
the images, and create a huge but incrementally building image. 

virtual event



 

With over 30 years’ experience, MariaElena believes in the importance of easy & 
accessible practise of yoga/meditation. 
 
Using simple breathing exercises the ability to ‘relaxing e"ortlessly’ is delivered to 
your teams seated or laying down. This transformational session improves amongst 
others…the respiratory system thereby, boosting the immune system. Deep healing 
at a cellular level and powerful relief of worry, anxiety, fear, anger and negativity in 
general. 

‘I thought this would be a bit strange to begin with…but soon felt my worries melting 
away! Really empowering’ 

Chantal is a yogi who lives & breathes her practice. She teaches all over Europe and has recently 
built a plant based, biodynamic eco farm where she runs wellness retreats. 

With a fabulous ability to connect with people, no matter how much experience – Chantal will take 
you through a bespoke company yoga session.  
This will clear the mind of negativity & fill the body with energy. 

‘We have been doing weekly sessions via zoom and it has benefited us as a team both mentally 
and physically. We received some great healthy food planners too! Thanks to Chantal at Creative 
Team Events for such expertise’

       Guided 
        Meditation

virtual event or socially distanced
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Not just for parties online or at venue, A live percussion playing club DJ is 
guaranteed to liven up any co"ee break, lunch session or even just to welcome 
you into work. Fresh and di"erent. 

Our female DJ with combined percussion, is found at London haunts including 
Mahiki, Annabel's,#The Ivy Club, Whiskey Mist and The Groucho. International club 
appearances have included Pacha, Hed Kandi and Whiskey Mist.#She has played 
warm up sets for Jess Glynne, Paloma Faith, Pixie Lott, Robin Thicke and DJ Fresh. 

Hosted by the world’s leader in all things’ ‘tea’ – you are invited to ‘take tea’ in this 
wonderful team experience. 

You will be sent a delicious Afternoon tea hamper and treated to a quintessentially 
British tea experience.  

You will learn about di"erent types of tea, how to make a proper cup of tea and the 
origins of the traditional afternoon tea – every intricacy included! Participants will be 
able to ask questions in this intimate, relaxed tea party. 
Which goes first…the clotted cream or the jam? 

Our tea tasting expert has#worked as a writer and educator for over 35 years and is 
tirelessly committed to sharing her knowledge of#tea, teaches tea masterclasses all 
over the world and has written 17 books on tea. 

Live club DJ
& percussionist

virtual event or socially distanced
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This is a special experience. Even if you don’t think you like whiskey 
– our man has been known to convert many!  

Your team will be sent a tasting pack of 6 fabulous single malts 
each. We invite you to join us at this unique get together to enjoy 
learning about the history, distilling process and flavour variations.  

Relaxed, interactive and very informative – this will transform a 
Friday end of work session, party or get together. 

An IWSC whisky judge since 2009, a Keeper of the Quaich and a 
Liveryman at the Worshipful Company of Distillers, there is not 
much he doesn’t know about Whiskey. 

Fortnum & Mason recognised him in their 2020 food & drink book 
awards.

Our gin experts have the passion and love of all things Gin…so much 
so; they started brewing their own Artisan Gins. 

You will each be sent a Gin tasting pack, complete with paired mixers 
ahead of the experience which lasts approx. an hour. It is a relaxed, 
informative event with plenty of time to sip, discuss and chat. 

“Had a gin testing session with the Gin experts at Creative Team 
Events and they were extremely knowledgeable - A really good 
session remotely and if you are into your gin they gave great tips. 
Let's not forget their gin either - tastes great!”

virtual event or socially distanced

Gin Tasting
experience
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The Wonderful
World of  Whiskey


